MLA FORMAT
Citing ARTICLES and OTHER MATERIAL Reprinted in OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS, TAKING SIDES and Other Series

library.pensacolastate.edu

The Works Cited list citation formats shown here are based on guidelines from the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 8th edition, 2016. Additional MLA format guides are available at http://library.pensacolastate.edu/cite-your-sources/.

For the Works Cited page, alphabetize the list of sources by the first word of the entry, double space each entry, and place a hanging indent for any line after the first line of each entry.

Opposing Viewpoints print sources and the online database Opposing Viewpoints in Context contain reprinted articles, essays and reviews from a variety of scholarly publications.

Include as many of the following core elements as possible in the order shown and with the punctuation shown (punctuation magnified for emphasis):

(1) Author.
(2) Title of source. (“In quotation marks.”)
(3) Title of the first container, (italicized)
(4) Other contributors, (see MLA Handbook, pp.37-38)
(5) Version, (edition)
(6) Number,
(7) Publisher,
(8) Publication date,
(9) Location, (page number/s)
Insert “Originally published” because all Opposing Viewpoint citations will be from other sources
(10) Title of second “container”,
(11) Other contributors,
(12) Version,
(13) Number,
(14) Publisher,
(15) Publication date,
(16) Location.

CITING FROM OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS and similar PRINT VOLUMES

To cite previously-published information now made available through the Opposing Viewpoints book series, cite the publication information for the work that you are using. Next, add the information about the original publication. This particular format is based on MLA Handbook, p. 53. See the following example:

CITING FROM OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS IN CONTEXT DATABASE

To cite previously-published information now made available through Opposing Viewpoints in Context, cite the publication information for the work that you are using. Next, add the information about the original publication. This particular format is based on MLA Handbook, p. 53. See the following examples:

**Viewpoint Essay:**
Mahler, K. “Adoption is a Beneficial Alternative to Teenage Parenting.” Teen Pregnancy and Parenting, 2001. Opposing Viewpoints in Context. Originally published as “Young Mothers Who Choose Adoption May Be Regretful, but Not Usually Depressed.” Family Planning Perspectives, vol. 29, no. 3, 1997, pp. 146-147. (Only the initial of the author’s first name was provided in the entry.)

**Magazine Article:**
Wolfinger, Nicholas H. “What is a Single Mother? The Term Encompasses Several Groups Whose Plights are Different.” Opposing Viewpoints in Context. Originally published in National Review, 24 Aug. 2015, p. 17. (Dates are written as day month year, NOT AS month day, year.)

**Scholarly Journal Article:**
Almgren, Gunnar, et al. “Beyond Welfare or Work: Teen Mothers, Household Subsistence Strategies, and Child Development Outcomes.” Opposing Viewpoints in Context. Originally published in Journal of Sociology & Social Welfare, vol. 32, no. 4, Sept. 2002, pp. 125+. (This journal article has 3 or more authors; the original article has more than one page, but the pages are not consecutive.)

**Newspaper Article:**

**Statistical Source:**

Always check with your instructor to be sure that you are citing your references correctly.
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